IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ST. LOUIS
STATE OF MISSOURI
21ST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN RE: CREATION OF THE
KIRKWOOD CITY-WIDE
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT,
CITY OF KIRKWOOD, a third class city
with a charter form of government, and
DOWNTOWN KIRKWOOD
SPECIAL BUSINESS DISTRICT, a
political subdivision,
Petitioners,
v.
STATE OF MISSOURI HIGHWAYS AND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION,
and
ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI,

Respondents.
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Case No.: 21SL-CC01973

PUBLIC COMMENT SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE
TO THE PETITION FOR THE CREATION OF A TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
COME NOW. David Stokes, Director of Municipal Policy at the Show-Me Institute, and Jakob
Puckett, a policy analyst at the Show-Me Institute, and in connection with the Petition for the Creation of
the Kirkwood City-Wide Transportation Development District file these comments to provide the court
information relevant to the creation of a transportation development district (TDD) in Kirkwood. The ShowMe Institute is a nonprofit, nonpartisan Missouri based think tank that supports free market solutions for
state and local policy. The ideas presented herein are our own.
TDDs are a common and increasingly popular kind of special taxing district in Missouri. They are
authorized to use sales taxes, property taxes, special assessments, or user fees (e.g., tolls) to fund
transportation-related projects, including but not limited to roads, bridges, mass transit facilities, and

parking lots. They may be created by a vote of the people within the district or by signatures of the affected
property owners.1 They are independent government agencies and are required to submit financial reports
and be subject to audits at certain intervals.
A TDD, for example, operates the heavily traveled toll bridge in the Lake of the Ozarks. TDDs also
have been successfully used to build needed roads in rural communities.2 However, despite those public
uses of TDDs, the large majority of TDDs operate as a troubling form of tax subsidy for private developers.
TDDs created by votes of the public are rare. The large majority of them are simply formed by commercial
property owners—often just one owner—creating a TDD to implement a special sales tax on their
commercial property. They then use the funds generated by the tax—which are public tax dollars—for
essentially private purposes, such as parking lots.
The Missouri state auditor’s office and other local oversight agencies have routinely flagged TDDs
for many reasons, including failure to use competitive bidding, board member conflicts of interest, failure
to provide necessary financial reports, not notifying shoppers of the added taxes as required by law, and
improperly collecting sales taxes from businesses outside of the districts.3 State auditors of both parties
have called for much greater oversight, increased transparency, and other limits on TDDs.4
The proposed Kirkwood TDD would fund maintenance on streets, sidewalks, gutters, parking lots,
and bus stations and beautification projects in Kirkwood with a 1 percent sales tax within Kirkwood city
boundaries. We want to commend a few aspects of this proposal as well as offer suggestions for further
consideration. Shoppers within the city impose some costs on the facilities for which the proposed TDD
would fund upgrades, and it is fair that shoppers pay for some of the costs of the upgrades. This proposal
for establishing a TDD appears to be an improvement over TDDs in use elsewhere in Missouri. Since the
borders of the proposed TDD would be city-wide, all residents of Kirkwood would be able to vote on the
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proposal. Additionally, the city and the Downtown Kirkwood Special Business District, rather than the
developer, are seeking the TDD. This fact makes it more likely that the money raised will go toward projects
genuinely in the public interest. Both of these aspects of the TDD under consideration appear to be
improvements over TDDs that are requested by developers and voted on by only a few members of the
affected community. The ongoing oversight over tax dollars is crucial, as the state auditor has released
reports on widespread financial mismanagement of TDDs statewide.5
However, the fact that this TDD proposal is an improvement over other TDDs should not exclude
consideration of other relevant policies. While the TDD would fund projects beyond just road maintenance,
there are better ways to fund local road maintenance than through sales taxes.6 Paying for road maintenance
with taxes only tangentially related to road usage promotes road usage choices that lead to faster road
deterioration.7 City officials should consider implementing a local fuel tax to better connect the act of
driving with paying for road upkeep. Local fuel tax revenue is constitutionally required to be spent on local
road maintenance, decreasing the risk of financial misuse. Seven Missouri cities have local fuel taxes, with
none higher than two cents per gallon.8 Kirkwood has eight gas stations within its borders. According to
national estimates, gas stations sell approximately 1.2 million gallons of gasoline each year.9 No such
estimate exists for diesel fuel sales at the station level, but as diesel sales nationwide are only 39 percent of
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gasoline sales, we can estimate that the average gas station sells 465,463 gallons of diesel fuel each year.10
Assuming no behavior changes, a 2 cent per gallon tax on gasoline and diesel would raise $266,474 per
year. It is not possible to know how much fuel sales would differ if such a tax were instituted, although it
is possible that some sales could be diverted. However, the same logic could be applied to the sales tax in
the proposed TDD to argue that some commercial sales would be diverted. Projects other than road upkeep
could be funded by a small property tax increase, as property tax revenue is more stable than sales tax
revenue.11
Whatever the outcome, if a TDD is approved by the voters, Kirkwood should carefully manage the
money raised from any tax and ensure that all proper reporting, transparency, and auditing rules are
observed. The proposed TDD appears to offer commendable improvements over other TDDs, but city
officials should also keep other policy options in mind as they look for ways to fund the proposed projects.

Respectfully submitted,

By:

Jakob Puckett, Policy Analyst

___________________________________
David Stokes, Director of Municipal Policy

___________________________________
Show-Me Institute
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